This study presents wavelets-computational aspects of Sterian-realistic approach to uncertainty principle in high energy physics. According to this approach, one cannot make a device for the simultaneous measuring of the canonical conjugate variables in reciprocal Fourier spaces. However, such aspects regarding the use of conjugate Fourier spaces can be also noticed in quantum field theory, where the position representation of a quantum wave is replaced by momentum representation before computing the interaction in a certain point of space, at a certain moment of time. For this reason, certain properties regarding the switch from one representation to another in these conjugate Fourier spaces should be established. It is shown that the best results can be obtained using wavelets aspects and support macroscopic functions for computing (i) wave-train nonlinear relativistic transformation, (ii) reflection/refraction with a constant shift, (iii) diffraction considered as interaction with a null phase shift without annihilation of associated wave, (iv) deflection by external electromagnetic fields without phase loss, and (v) annihilation of associated wave-train through fast and spatially extended phenomena according to uncertainty principle.
Introduction
According to the Sterian realistic approach [1] , one cannot make a device for the simultaneous measuring of the canonical conjugate variables in the conjugate Fourier spaces.
Generally, Heisenberg's uncertainty principle states that incompatible dynamic variables in relation to the measuring process satisfy the following relations:
where Δ , Δ , and Δ are the uncertainties in position for each spatial axis, Δ , Δ , and Δ are the uncertainties in momentum, and ℎ is the reduced Planck constant, thus leading to the following statement. The product of the inaccuracies arising from simultaneous determination of two canonical conjugate variables is of the order of magnitude of Planck's constant (see [2] for more details). These relations can be written also in the form of commutation relationships between corresponding incompatible observables according to the theorem: being given two hermitic operatorŝand̂and their commutator̂, one can demonstrate the relationship
where the brackets for̂indicate an expectation value (aspect emphasized in [1] ). By this moment, no actual physical measurements can avoid the limitations of these relationships. The Sterian realistic approach is based on the analysis of a wave packet (the usual mathematical model for propagating associated wave function). From the classical theory of wave propagation, it is known that the width of a wave packet Δ involves a certain width Δ in the reciprocal Fourier 
Thus uncertainties for Δ and Δ are interconnected. Since momentum for a quantum particle is proportional to the wave vector of the associated wave ( = ℎ ), it results in that a lower value Δ involves a greater value Δ for uncertainty upon momentum. Similarly, for finite duration disturbances, the standard Fourier analysis involves Δ Δ ≥ 2
against reciprocal Fourier transform spaces of a pair of signals, where Δ corresponds to the spectral width.
Further it is considered that in quantum physics simultaneous measurements of the canonical conjugate variables (as space momentum, time energy) cannot be performed, because these variables correspond to the reciprocal Fourier spaces. The time interval required by any device for performing any measurement upon a certain quantum particle or system cannot be avoided. The standard experiments are not meant for simultaneous measurements of position and momentum of a quantum system, as it is usually admitted, being a consequence of the used measurement device (Fourier transformer), through which the signals pass having a finite speed. Any quantum system is subject to uncertainty relations, proving its dual nature. Due to the requirements of the principle of causality in the theory of relativity, one cannot make a device for simultaneous measuring of the canonical conjugate variables in the conjugate Fourier spaces. Due to finite speed of propagation of interactions, signal switching within physical system to perform Fourier transform has a finite duration. Moreover, uncertainty relations are considered to confirm the principle of causality due to the finite speed of propagation of interactions required by any measurement process.
However, this approach is far from being rigorous. Specific aspects regarding relativistic transformation of waves implied by measuring procedures should be added. Next a rigorous analysis for coherence aspects implied by different interaction phenomena should be performed (the Fourier transformation being just a mathematical tool for analyzing this coherence for wave packets corresponding to a certain quantum particle). Finally, aspects regarding creation annihilation of quantum particles during the measurement process should be analyzed by taking into consideration correlation aspects in quantum field theory and the change from coordinate space to momentum space (reciprocal Fourier spaces) required by the mathematical model.
Supplementary Aspects regarding Relativistic Wavelets Transformation
As has been shown in [3] , a certain wave function received by a reference system (represented by a material medium) is transformed according to Lorentz transformation as
where the following hold. (ii) The transformed wave function is represented by a vector or a higher-order tensor which describes the quantum field/particle. For an electromagnetic wave, corresponds to the cuadridimensional vector [ , ] . In the most general case, corresponds to a state vector describing the quantum particle. The Lorentz matrix multiplies the vector of higher-order tensor of the received wave so as to result in the vector or higher-order tensor of the transformed wave.
As a consequence, each Lorentz transformation is specific to a certain wave train, with the zero moment of time considered when the received wave first time interacts with the observer's material medium. Thus this relativistic transformation is connected to transient phenomena (as the propagation of associated waves), and no memory of previous measurements is involved regarding space-time measurements for events in different reference (material) systems. Logical contradictions as clock paradox do not appear any more.
This aspect implies a very important property of measuring device to be added to Sterian realistic approach, with significant consequences upon computational methods: the observer's material medium acts in a nonlinear manner upon a superposition of received wave trains in a certain area. Each wave train has its own amplitudes, frequency, and wave vector, but it has also its own zero moment of time to be considered within Lorentz transformation. Thus at a certain moment of time there will be different time intervals Δ for each wave train considered from each specific time origin 0 as
According to Lorentz transformation of space-time coordinates, the time interval Δ for the wave train transformed by the observer's material medium (considered from this specific time origin 0 ) will be
Thus all parts of the wave trains received by the observer's material medium at a certain moment of time will be translated in time with different values, depending on these Advances in High Energy Physics 3 time differences Δ considered from different time origins
(a certain delay time; there is no possible anticipation of a future event). This translation is a nonlinear transformation, since parts of the reviewed wave train are translated differently. After this translation is performed, it can be considered that the Lorentz matrix [ ] acts in a linear manner upon the vector or higher-order tensor specific to the wave train so as to result in the final transformed wave train as
Thus it results in that high energy (relativistic) corrections regarding finite speed for propagation of interaction for measurements based on quantum aspects (presented in Sterian realistic approach) should be completed with considerations about nonlinear transformations for superposition of wave trains (as shown above) so as to result in a rigorous and complete transient approach. With each wave train being described by specific frequency and wave vector, it results in that temporal and spatial correlations are involved in these relativistic transformations for part of wave trains. Supplementary aspects regarding phase will be presented in the next paragraph.
Aspects regarding Phase Changes for Sterian Realistic Approach
The most usual transformations performed by a certain material medium upon a wave function are reflection and refraction. A preliminary analysis of reflection/refraction phenomena is based on classical electromagnetic field, which corresponds in fact to the wave function associated with a photon (the electric field E, magnetic field B, vector potential A, and scalar potential V are the main quantities used). This wave function can explain basic aspects in wave theory of light as reflection/refraction angles and the influence of polarization upon electric and magnetic fields for both reflected and refracted beams. At first view this classical model is just an approximation, since according to the rigorous quantum theory the energy can be transmitted just in a discontinuous manner, with amounts of ℎ . Parts of the incident (received) wave undergo an interaction with a certain interface, so quantum aspects should be involved. However, as was shown in [4] , an analysis based exclusively on standard quantum aspects cannot explain important phase aspects. Within such a model, light consists of photons which are packets of energy that primarily interact with interface atoms. Through this interaction, the energy of the photon is absorbed by collectivised electrons of the solid crystalline lattice, and the photon ceases to exist. Then the electron will return to a lower energy state by emitting a photon. Each photon behaves more like a point source, as if the light was originating right there. These emitted spherical waves generate the total wavefront as the envelope that encloses all these point-source waves.
The effect of interface nonuniformities could be considered as vanishing by drawing a tangent line as a global approximation through the front surface for each point-source wave. Yet there is no valid argument regarding a minimum value for the radii of curvature of this tangent line. Theoretically, it could be very small, and thus the global tangent line could consist of a lot of local curves with significant curvatures which are joined together. In this way a lot of divergent light beams could be created along the reflected/refracted trajectory, and the directionality would be lost very quickly.
A more rigorous standard quantum model considers that photons interact with collectivised electrons of the solid crystalline lattice before being reemitted. Since the associated wave function for the collectivised electrons is represented in position for large space intervals, the influence of local nonuniformities is decreased. Thus a tangent line local radius of curvature greater than a certain value can be drawn, and a better directionality for reflected/refracted wave can be obtained.
However, this standard quantum model does not take into account the phase shift between the incident and the reemitted wave for different points of the interface. A complete analysis based on quantum theory should consider that waves reemitted from different points of the interface are part of the wavet rain corresponding to a certain photon, with the probability of detecting a reflected/refracted photon being determined by the coherent plane-wave compounding method (it is well known that a particle interferes just with itself). There is no valid argument based exclusively on standard quantum theory regarding the constant phase shift between the local incident wave and the corresponding local reemitted wave in each interface point. The wave function for collectivised electrons of the crystal lattice is far from being constant in space time along this interface.
For this reason, space correlations for the incident wave train and the reemitted wave train should be taken into account. This could suggest that lattice quantum functions interact in a global manner with parts of the incident wave on a large spatial area of the interface, with a certain correlation between phases of reflected/refracted wave being noticed even for surface points separated by crystal defects. Some support functions generated on this interface able to correlate the phase of reemitted waves by remote interface points could be taken into consideration for a complete computational model.
In the same study [4] showed that space correlations achieved within a very short time interval for nonadjacent spatial intervals which interact with wavefronts (part of the reflected/refracted wave) become a key issue within an exclusively quantum model if we consider that reflected/refracted wave can undergo diffraction at a later time. The requirement of constant phase shift for parts of the associated wave generated by points or edges of a diffraction grating is still valid-yet the points or edges of such a diffraction grating are situated on nonadjacent areas, so they cannot be correlated by any surface quantum wave functions.
These aspects imply either the use of space-propagation properties for the support functions previously mentioned or the use of the assumption that the reemitted wavefronts are in phase with the received wavefronts (parts of the same incident wave), with the phase shift being null anywhere, at any time.
The second choice is far more attractive (being more simple and connected to quantum field theory). However, it implies the extension of phase conservation from reception/ emission of associated waves to reception/emission of parts of the same associated wave. Moreover, it requires a distinction between these reflection/refraction or diffraction phenomena (which does not alter coherence, but modifies momentum) and the annihilation/creation phenomena involved by any interaction in quantum field theory; otherwise any reflection/refraction or diffraction of a part of the incident wave (considered as a sequence annihilation-creation) would generate the annihilation of the entire associated wave function in any other point of space (the wave function vanishes instantaneously).
However, the use of some support functions for computational aspects (similar to wavelets presented in [5, 6] ) is still required in certain circumstances, usually when the properties of the material medium imply a nonzero phase shift (the same in any point where the wave function interacts with it). An example is represented by the phase shift (corresponding to 1/2 of the wavelength) for reflection on metallic surfaces, when the electric field E should vanish very quickly, in any point of the metallic surface, such that all parts of the wave function are to be shifted by before spatial reflection.
For this reason a complete computational model cannot be based exclusively on standard quantum aspects. Certain support functions corresponding to spatial coherence on extended space intervals should be added for a correct computation of wave trajectories in case of reflection/refraction or diffraction phenomena. Moreover, the assumption regarding nonannihilation of the entire wave function when certain parts of it undergo interaction with phase conservation (or even constant phase shift) should be also added for a complete model. These phase aspects should be added to Sterian realistic approach for correct determination of wave space properties (as the wave vector or the momentum of the associated wave) in a more general and rigorous transient approach. At this moment, Sterian realistic approach uses just spatial selection for computing the wave vector (a certain direction is selected) without taking into consideration phase properties.
Implications of Using Quantum Field Theory upon the Realistic Approach
Any measurement for the wave vector (proportional to the momentum of the quantum particle) cannot be based exclusively on the spatial selection of certain directions (as is considered in the Sterian realistic approach in an implicit manner, due to the use of Fourier space). Any direction of propagation generated by a diffraction grating, for example, implies a validation by means of a final interaction with the material medium (the particle is annihilated while it interacts, generating a specific signal for the measurement device). First we must take into account the possibility for the particle to be deflected or captured (for a very short time interval) by the electric or magnetic field of the measurement device. As was shown in [7] , the standard second quantification cannot describe these interactions without the use of certain support functions. The use of virtual photons for analyzing the trajectory of an electron generates the phenomenon of phase loss due to multiple interactions to be computed along the trajectory. For example, an electrostatic field should be decomposed (using the Fourier transformation) in a set of waves with a certain angular frequency and a certain wave vector :
where the product stands for
with 0 representing the time coordinate, ⃗ = ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) representing the vector of position, 0 representing the angular frequency, and ⃗ = ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) representing the wave vector. The measurement system is chosen so as = 1, ℎ/(2 ) = 1 for performing a better correspondence from the angular frequency to the energy and from the wave vector to the momentum of the quantum particle (see [8] for more details). The quantities ( ) and ( ) do not correspond to standard photons, and for this reason they cannot be substituted by operators as required by second quantification theory. However, experimental facts have shown that the electromagnetic field effect can be studied using the perturbations method from quantum theory.
Using this method [8] the matrix element (for the first order of perturbation) corresponding to the electromagnetic interaction between the electron and the electromagnetic field is represented by
where V (±) stands for the basic vectors of an electron with positive or negative frequencies (energies)-usually column vectors, V (±) stands for their Dirac conjugate vectors-usually line vectors, index denotes the projection of the spin along a certain axis, and ⃗ and ⃗ correspond to the final and initial three-dimensional momenta for the electron, respectively.
These can be also written as
In both previous equations the expression corresponds to the sum
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If the electromagnetic field does not depend on time, the cuadripotential ( ) can be presented as
which shows that the virtual photons composing the electromagnetic field have a nonzero value just for the momentum (the energy corresponding to quantity 0 is equal to zero). As a consequence, the matrix element for the first order of perturbation can be written as
By performing the integration on , it results in
According to standard interpretation of quantum field theory, this first order element from perturbation method is connected to the probability of an interaction between an electron with initial momentum ⃗ and energy 0 and a virtual photon with momentum ⃗ so as to result in an electron with momentum ⃗ and energy 0 . However, for computing the whole interaction for an electron in an electrostatic field (so as to determine the trajectory of the associated wave train) we have to consider that the electron has to undergo multiple interactions with such virtual photons until the action of the exterior field vanishes (such multiple interactions are allowed by second quantification theory). According to the quantum laws, each interaction transforms the initial electron (its wave train used in computation) into a new wave train (the final electron) with different characteristics (another momentum and energy) and so on.
Considering that the wave train corresponding to the electron undergoes a set of interactions with virtual photons, it results in that a certain transient time is required by each interaction, so as physical quantities as wavelength and angular frequency to be transferred in this local phenomenon (these quantities are used for further computing the matrix elements for creation/annihilation phenomena). This transient time causes a phase loss for the initial wave train, so it results in that the great number of interactions of the initial electron in an electrostatic (Coulombian) field would finally cause significant phase loss (the time length of the wave train associated with the final electron tends to zero). This corresponds to a vanishing phenomenon for the initial electron, in contradiction with experimental facts.
This phenomenon can be avoided into a complete and rigorous transient approach if the whole trajectory is computed using just one Lagrangian function for the whole interaction of the electron with the electromagnetic field, according to the dynamical equations:
(see [8] ). Thus the wave function corresponding to the electron is modified in a continuous manner along its trajectory (according to the first quantification theory). The exterior field acts as a support function (as mentioned in previous paragraph), determining the evolution of the electron wave train. Moreover it shows the need for a certain reference system which acts upon the wave trains corresponding to quantum particles and their associated waves in any rigorous computational model for transient phenomena (the exterior electromagnetic field is part of it). This aspect is supported by the higher magnitude and a slow time variation of these exterior electromagnetic fields and by the lack of reversibility for diffraction phenomena in quantum physics (we can notice an electron diffraction phenomenon when an electron beam interacts with a motionless crystal lattice, but we cannot imagine a diffraction of an entire crystal lattice when it interacts with a motionless spatial distribution of electrons). Similar to reflection/refraction and diffraction phenomena previously presented, these deflections do not alter coherence. They just alter the spatial directions (the wave vector) of certain wave trains previously selected (e.g., by a diffraction grating). After corrections due to possible deflections are computed, we should analyze the annihilation phenomenon which validates the detection of a particle (wave train) with certain characteristics. The rigorous model is based on quantum field theory (no virtual particles are taken into consideration). According to this model, the wave train is analyzed using the momentum space. The switch from position space to momentum space is performed using the Fourier transformation. The space and time origins are selected in this point of interaction, when the associated wave train is received by the material medium. The annihilation of the particle implies the instant annihilation of all parts of this wave train, irrespective of the distance to this interaction point. It is true that this seems to contradict the relativity postulated (no speed can surpass the light speed), but in fact any speed can be noticed just by an emission and a reception of a certain signal or particle. The annihilation of a certain quantum particle cannot be noticed in two different space areas. Thus there is no contradiction. Moreover, the existence of some high speed support functions which cancel the wave in an instant manner can be supported by uncertainty principle also. Since the particle ceases to exist, its final momentum is zero. Being no uncertainty, it results in that Advances in High Energy Physics and, according to uncertainty principle,
Thus this annihilation phenomenon can be considered as being infinitely extended. Unlike standard phenomena considered by Sterian realistic approach, the uncertainty for momentum determines the uncertainty for space intervals. However, for computational aspects it can be simply noticed that discontinuities cannot be analyzed using the differential form of wave equations. A discontinuity looks like a limitation, but physically they are represented by fracture phenomena for certain quantities. An avalanche process can be easily imagined and computed (similar to mechanical engineering).
Conclusions
This study has presented supplementary aspects for the Sterian realistic approach to uncertainty principle. It was shown that high energy (relativistic) corrections regarding finite speed for propagation of interaction for measurements based on quantum aspects should be completed with considerations about nonlinear transformations for superposition of wave trains so as to result in a rigorous and complete transient approach. With each wave train being described by a specific frequency, wave vector, and its own Lorentz transformation (with specific time origin), it results in that temporal and spatial correlations are involved in these relativistic transformations for part of wave trains. It was also shown that a complete computational model for a transient approach cannot be based exclusively on standard quantum aspects. Certain support functions corresponding to spatial coherence on extended space intervals (similar to wavelets propagation in composite materials [9] or to multiscale phenomena [10] ) should be added for a correct computation of wave trajectories in case of reflection/refraction or diffraction phenomena. Moreover, an assumption regarding nonannihilation of the entire wave function when certain parts of it undergo interaction with phase conservation (or even constant phase shift) should be also added for a complete model. The need for a certain exterior reference system acting upon the quantum wave train is also presented (based on some diffraction aspects).
Computational aspects for deflection of associated waves in electromagnetic fields were also studied. It emphasized the need for a certain reference system which acts upon the wave trains corresponding to quantum particles and their associated waves in any rigorous computational model for transient phenomena (the exterior electromagnetic field is part of it as support functions), so that phase-loss phenomenon generated by the use of second quantification is to be avoided.
Finally it was shown that both the switch from position space to momentum space and the annihilation of a certain quantum particle are represented by instant phenomena supported by uncertainty principle (unlike considerations in Sterian realistic approach); since there is no uncertainty for final momentum when the particle is annihilated, an infinitely extended phenomenon is generated (an instant propagating spatial noise is generated, similar to temporal Gaussian noise-see [11] , and frequency dependent noisesee [12] ).
